
CEMETERY WORKING PARTY MEETING 

APRIL 26TH 2017 @ 10.15am 

Millennium Hall 

BURBAGE 

 

Present:   Cllrs, Mary Sherwin [Chair]: Stan Rooney, Peter Morris,  

Debbie Perry, [New Principal Officer] Stuart Mottershaw 

Apologies:  Cllr Ann Hall 

 

Minutes approved:  February 28th 2017 and March 24th   

 

Members were met by a resident complaining about the quality of grass cutting and grave 

edge trimming at Lychgate, and St Catherine’s [ to be investigated during visit ] 

 

Grave memorial requests. 

Debbie provided designs/drawings from a plot on the larger plot area. One was additions 

to a previous request on March 24th the proposal was for a loose granite box to be set on 

the original design to be attached later: The WP felt this was not appropriate, and is 

endorsed by policy regulation 59: states all memorials must be fixed under NAMM 

approved stonemason. Also, it would be possible to be removed, or damaged by mowers 

during cutting. Therefore, this request is refused.  

The second request for a new memorial, was considered, and approved, as it complied 

with all size and measurement criteria. The centre of the plot to be left as soil and plant 

out: however, although the WP would prefer to see granite chippings, the application is 

allowed, with conditions: These being that no trees must be planted, or any planting that 

exceeds the maximum height. 

Hedges:  Some of the hedging is growing outside the required height/width, but WP 

accepted that some growth may exceed the hedge height due to being weeds or rogue 

planting, and should be removed when possible. The former should be in the possession 

of the contractor, to ensure the hedges are uniform height. There are some that exceed 

this due to the original planting, and will need to be cut in ways to encourage growth in 

the right format for the future.  

General Contractor maintenance:  Considering the residents complaint, it was agreed 

that certain areas have not been cut to contract, or grave edging neatly cut. The second 

grave area, is not in a satisfactory condition. Stuart is to contact the new site manager, 

and call him to the site to discuss their quality of work.  

Large plot area:  Grass cutting has been done by plot owners, to a satisfactory standard 

and is appreciated by the Parish Council that care is taken. [A complaint stated that the 

plot owners had been challenged for doing this work, and asked to desist, this is not 

authorised by the PC] This matter will be taken up by Stuart when meeting with Glendale 

Site Manager.  

Unauthorised additions to grave areas:   Again, artefacts and planting have been 

adorned to council property, and outside the boundary of the plots. Debbie will confirm 

the exact size of the plot and discuss this with the plot owners. Members will support this 

directive.  

 



 

 

 

Toilet Block Shelter: Growth that has been discussed over many months, requesting its 

removal, which has been agreed by Council. However, due to nesting and other time  

opportunities this has still not been done.  A compromise was agreed, that asap the 

growth to the rear and side, will be cut to a height of 3 feet, and the remainder above, 

where there may be nesting, be left to die off, and then removed in August onwards.  

The few bushes to the front of the shelter to be removed asap as these are low growing.  

 

The hinges on the water troughs have been oiled, but are still not operating correctly. 

These are to be investigated and repaired, when such works have been done and they are 

easy to lift and replace, a notice is to be placed on the wall above, requesting the lids are 

to be replaced after use, and not left open.    

 

St Catherine’s Churchyard :  Mary Sherwin: Stan  Rooney: Stuart Mottershaw 

 

The logs are being removed daily, but is a slow process due to their weight. 

 

The frontage of the Churchyard looked very tidy, areas requested for tidying weeds, and 

exposing grass, have been completed and are much improved. The Lime tree excessive 

growth has been removed and tidier. However, the ivy is still in abundance on 3 of the 

Limes, and needs removing. Stuart has agreed to remove this asap. The gateway grass 

area, now trees have been removed has sparse grass adjacent to the driveway. Stuart feels 

that some top soil and seeding would much improve this entrance. 

Walking around the rear area confirmed that the resident’s complaints were unfounded at 

this site, all grass cut neatly, and grave edging tidy. Grass, as normal, was left lying loose, 

but will disperse as usual.  

Discussion was taken over reducing lower level of trees to clear the undergrowth and lift 

the base, and open up sight lines for the future. This could be a future project and planned 

as a budgeted item over a period of time. 

        

Perimeter side fence: As the Diocese cannot fund this repair, and neither can the PC, it is 

suggested this could possibly be a project for a team of youth offenders.[ Debbie to 

enquire] 

The overgrown triangle at the Church Wall:  Father Andrew asked Stuart if the Parish 

Council could clear this area, as he would like to develop this area as a memorial and 

reflection area. This would take considerable expenditure of Parish funds, and is not 

budgeted for. [ In the past we have managed to get funding for projects at the 

Churchyard, could we investigate this possibility]? 

              

Side entrance: Some tree branches will need removing in the future, and the Holly Tree 

and a small tree forward of the holly, need cutting back. [a further future planned project]   

 

Meeting closed 12.00 am 

 


